Student-Ready
Writing Center:
Flipping the Paradigm
Where we began...

Appointment-based F2F tutoring & asynchronous "online" feedback
Where we want to go...

- On-Demand Services
- Easier Access for Students
- Multiple Modalities for Connecting with Students

Challenges & Obstacles

- Existing Practices
- Established Tutors
- Technology
What we are doing...

Click links below to view samples.

Video and Audio Feedback for Online Tutorials

Synchronous Online Tutorials

Express Services: Online Chat, Walk-In Tutoring, Email & Phone "Quick-Question Lines"
Software we are using...

Video - GoReact
Chat - PHPLive
Synchronous Online Tutorials - Braincert
Walk-In Notifications - Word Press, Gravity Forms, and Twillio

Click link above to view sample notification.
What we need to learn...

How to insert audio commentary into students' texts and email them back to students.
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Session Evaluations & Drawing

• Download and open OLC Conferences mobile app
• Navigate to specific session to evaluate
• Select “Evaluate Session” on session details screen (located under session type and track)
• Complete session evaluation*

*Each session evaluation completed (limited to one per session) = one contest entry

Five (5) $25 gift cards will be awarded to five (5) individuals
Must submit evals using the OLC Conferences mobile app or website